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New Information
How to prioritise PRAs?
(for plants there is a Standard PM5/6)
Do pests have to go on the alert list in order to be priorities for PRA?
Is the PM5/5 Standard (express scheme) sufficient to recommend regulation?
Is the A1 vs A2 decision based on facts of presence, or scope of recommendation: to all or part of the EPPO region?
What sort of screening process for recommendations on RNQPs?
What does it mean when something is dropped from the Alert List?
Are these all the same category?
What sort of assessment is needed to de-list?
Integrated Decision Support Scheme?
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2.2 - Additional possible follow-up activities

- Development of a EPPO list of RNQPs and revision of PM 1/2 (26)

Remarks:
- RNQP project only considered pests from EU MD or IIA2 AWG;
- Consequence on the A2 List: pests widespread in almost all EPPO countries and added to the B list could be considered for deletion from the A2 list.
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